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Featured Project:

A

nyone who has visited the Atlanta Airport, especially recently,
is well aware that the airport all by itself is a small city. At
any given time, tens of thousands of people are moving around in
what can only be termed “organized chaos”! Of course, all of these
people require parking places, rental vehicles, baggage services,
food services, restrooms and waiting areas. Making sure all of these
things are provided to all of these people is something the airport
owner, the City of Atlanta, takes very seriously!

Concourse “C” Expansion–
Atlanta Airport
By Mel Bindas

our lead engineer and David Pulliam, (lead field coordinator) who
hit the ground running once the project was turned over and never
stopped doing what needed to be done until our obligations were
completed!

The folks that run the airport are therefore always adding-on,
renovating, updating and building facilities on what amounts to a
continual basis. After all, the Atlanta airport remains the largest and
busiest airport in the world and the City of Atlanta is very proud of
that distinction!

Looking back, Centria’s metallic finished panels were spot-on and
once in-place on the building, were beautiful to behold. Their beauty,
however, belied their high-performance, workhorse functionality!
You see, there was no sheathing or waterproofing behind these
panels! The only thing between Mother Nature’s weather and the
beautiful airport interior were these Centria panels! Hence, SECO’s
workscope was right smack in the middle of the critical path of the
project. Said another way, the building wasn’t going to be dried-in
until our panels were on the building!

One of these recently completed improvements was the Midpoint
Concourse ‘C’ Expansion.

That’s an awful lot of pressure to place on our field folks, but they, just
like the rest of the Concourse team, were definitely up to the challenge!

This expansion brought much needed amenities and facilities to the
concourse in order to provide travelers and families with a state-ofthe-art travel experience.

Lee Jordon, James Morris and Jose Hernandez and others made SECO
proud as they pulled off this very difficult, but rewarding project.

The ‘C’ expansion was a large and ambitious undertaking to say the
least!
Gary Summerlin, the airport’s lead architect had a vision for the new
project that included clean, sharp lines, flat silver-metallic facings
and variable panel modules to add texture and architectural interest
to the façade. In no way did Mr. Summerlin want to see a boring,
utilitarian building when the message of the building clearly wanted
to be, “we’re Atlanta; we’re exciting, current, state-of-the-art and
cutting edge!”
The trickiest part, and the greatest challenge was simply; demolishing
a good bit of existing material and building a massive addition within
existing and operating facilities at the world’s largest airport without
shutting the terminal down!
As a result, much of the work had to be accomplished at night and
all materials had to be stored offsite– materials were then delivered
on an as-required basis only, as there was virtually no laydown area!
Clearly this was not a job for the meek, mild or inexperienced to take
on! Who in their right mind would take on such a risky, difficult and
dangerous project??

Next time you’re in Concourse C at the Atlanta airport, please take a
moment to appreciate the beauty of the silver and gray metal panels
on the new addition. Also, perhaps you could take just a moment to
reflect on the great effort and sacrifice put forth by hundreds of folks
to make it all a reality! Congrats team on a very successful project
with special recognition to Mel Bindas and David Pulliam who went
way above and beyond the call of duty to create the success!

About the Author

The challenges presented to SECO in taking on and completing the
airport work described in the foregoing article were ably managed by
our super-professional contract administrator, Mel Bindas.
Mel is a high-energy, high-powered individual with many, many years
of experience in the world of wall panel systems. In fact, Mel has the
distinction of being the most senior member of our Operations team!
Mel started his career in the middle 70’s after graduating with a
degree in Art and Architecture from Washington and Jefferson
college in Pennsylvania.

After a short stint with Plasteel, Mel went on to work with the grand-daddy of all metal panel
manufacturers, H.H. Robertson in Pittsburgh, PA. Mel headed up the engineering group for a time
as well as the Estimating group for the nation’s biggest panel manufacturer during those years!
Mel joined the SECO team on the Altech side about 10 years ago, moving over to the SECO
contracting side in 2010 and has been handling some of SECO’s toughest projects ever since!

Well, the answer to that question is a talented joint-venture of
Holder, Moody, Bryson and Benchmark was more than ready for
the challenge.

On the personal side, Mel is married to Lynn Bindas and has been for over 40 years! Lynn and
Mel have two daughters, both who live close to their Alpharetta home. Bethany, the oldest has
2 children, Annabelle (2) and Emalyn (1) while Emily has 3 children Madel (8), Micah (6) and
Moses (4). As you might guess, the five grandchildren bring Lynn and Mel great joy!

In turn, HMBB, led by experienced veterans Jonathan Tribo, Eric Strain
and Rob Davis, brought in SECO to handle the very challenging metal
panel scope. The metal panels along with the glass package were
definitely the make or break skin trades on the project. If these trades
went well and smooth, the project had a great chance for success.

Mel and Lynn are strong in their faith in Jesus Christ and their family is definitely the center of
their universe! Mel, in fact, is an accomplished guitar player and collector and loves to play in
various worship oriented bands.

If not, well…..no one wanted to consider that possibility!
SECO’s main responsibility was to figure out how to successfully
install about 13,000 sf of Centria’s high-end Dimension Series
insulated panel product, often times at night under artificial light,
efficiently, expediently and without any “incidents”!
Enter Mel Bindas, SECO’s project coordinator, Rich McConnaughy,

When not keeping up with the kids and grandkids or being involved in guitars and music, Mel
enjoys watching romantic comedies and reading the Bible.
Mel enjoys being on the SECO team as there is always something challenging that requires one
of his unique talents to help “solve the case”. (Mel is a very accomplished draftsperson who can
sketch details and buildings better by hand than some computers can do!)
Mel also has an innate ability to understand details and components on buildings, their
necessary application and proper sequence in order for everything to function and perform.
This is an extremely rare talent and one which our customers take full advantage. Like his SECO
co-workers, those customers really value his team contributions and his unique insight!
Thanks for being Mel, Mel!
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Cost of Quality vs. 
Cost of Poor Quality

SECO Employment
Anniversaries

It never ceases to amaze us here at SECO
that so many manufacturers, vendors and
contractors related to the construction
marketplace, place cost-control at the very
top of the list of important company tenets.

Billy Carter ..........................................2
Caleb Harned ......................................2
Chris Bramlett......................................2
Taylor Stratton.....................................2
Thomas King........................................2
Ace Barghi...........................................3
Bob Murphy.........................................3
Darryl Martin.......................................3
David Brown .......................................3
Derrick Locklear...................................3
Jerron Bailey .......................................3
JJ Derman............................................3
Rose Linder .........................................3
Carlos Hernandez................................4
Christopher Mann...............................4
Hermas Ramos....................................4
Bob Moore..........................................4
Dennie Neal.........................................4
Sam Brown..........................................4

If cost-control, or cost-cutting/shaving is
at the top of the list, then it follows that
customer satisfaction, meeting customer
expectations, and quality are somewhere
further down the list. How far down will
vary, but if customer satisfaction and
quality, come after cost concerns, both will
be compromised!
Costs related to quality should never be
looked at as simply those costs related to
maintaining or improving quality. One must
consider the less obvious cost associated
with diminishing quality or poor quality
when deciding how much achieving quality
“costs”. That is, “how much will less than top
quality cost us?” is a question all companies
should ask themselves when weighing
possible investment in product and/or
service improvement.
A commitment to quality is not simply
stating so in the company mission statement
or cleverly phrased verbiage on a website or
printed literature. Rather, a commitment to
quality is truly a reality when the company
culture encourages participation in the
quality process from every single employee,
from the very top to the very bottom.
Employees know when the company’s
commitment to quality is simply lip service
and not a real and integral part of doing
business. If it’s not real, if it’s not ingrained
in the culture, very few, if any, of the

company’s personnel will look after the
company’s interests. This simply means
that the quality of the company’s products
and/or services will suffer if employees
don’t “buy-in” to a culture of delivering
the best quality service or product to the
customer.
Getting employees to “buy-in” to a culture
of quality is easier than one might think.
Companies should make employees
aware that everyone’s job is dependent
on keeping customers and keeping them
satisfied. To accomplish this, quality
incentives of different types are useful
tools. Contests can be fun and goal
setting with tangible rewards is effective.
Employee or group recognition is always
great! Folks want to be part of the “best”
team. Very few are happy with a ho-hum,
commodity type of work related existence.
“Team” is the key word here! The more
folks feel that their efforts are part of a
larger, more grand, collective purpose,
the less tedious, monotonous and ho-hum
their individual tasks become.
So, obviously high quality and high
customer satisfaction comes from the
model set by the highest level of company
management. Managers must make
sure the model is real and not simply a
collection of words. Once the employees
buy-in to the example set by management,
measurable quality improvement and
consistency will surely follow!
If the company truly adopts and maintains
a culture of quality, the costs associated
with poor quality, the largest of which is
lost customers, can be avoided!!

January through June
2 to 4 Years

5 to 10 Years

Jefferson Fain.......................................5
Tony Wilson.........................................5
Alex Perkins.........................................6
Chris Stephens.....................................6
Jerrod Serafin......................................7
Steve Ayers .........................................9
Sam Mooney.......................................9
Ed Phillips ...........................................9
Tommy Siler ......................................10
Bobby Stanfill....................................10
Ann Taylor .........................................10
Dianna Mitchell.................................10
Mel Bindas ........................................10

11 + Years

Phil Roenitz........................................11
David Pulliam.....................................11
Troy Strickland...................................11
Jacoby Dragg.....................................11
Chris Hatfield.....................................14
James Siler.........................................16
Ken Essner.........................................18
Bart King............................................24
Paul Osborne.....................................24
Cecil Landress....................................26
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Around the Territory

S

ECO has been working hard around the southeast on a variety of
projects. In Lilburn, Georgia (very close to the World Headquarters)
Brent McClure, and his crew of Alex Lizama, Benjamin Sutton
and James Sutton just finished up a renovation project at Saint John
Neuman. They have done a fine job giving this local church a nice makeover.
In Raleigh, North Carolina James Morris, assisted by Cody Wallace are
working on finishing up the challenging North Hills Tower II project.
They have been installing an air barrier, 35 louvers, ACM and Fabral’s
Hefti-Rib. It is an impressive amount of work, and these guys have done
a great job.
Ken Essner is up in Freeman, Virginia putting the finishing touches on
the huge Brunswick County Power Station with Randy Henson, Bob
Henry, Carlos Hernandez, Samuel Portillo, and Hermas Ramos. These
gentlemen have installed Centria’s Versapanel for the walls and the
Centria SRS3 for the roof of this coal fired steam power plant.
Back around to Atlanta at Emory Hospital, Wayne Manley and Brent
McClure and their crew of Benjamin Sutton, James Sutton, David
Cutshall, Lee Jordan, and Jose Hernandez are installing Altech Accu-Trac
DS, Pro Fab CFSP, Construction Specialties Louvers and Centria Versawall
Foam Panels. They are just getting underway at this large project.
Wayne Manley and his crew of Chris Bramlett, Jose Hernandez,
Donnie Lowery, Eli Lowery, David Cutshall, and Michael Mattox are in
Anderson, South Carolina. They are completing work on the high profile
eClad stone veneer system job at AnMed hospital. These guys have had
a great experience working with this great new product.
Down in Alabama, Scott Gibson and Jon Cole are heading the crew of
Priscilla Araujo, Charles Barton, Taylor Creighton, Mark Crittenden,
Gary Ketchuck, Christopher Risher, Robert Gonzalez, Cristobal Risher
and Nathan Vickers. They are working hard to complete the University
of Alabama Student Center in Huntsville, Alabama. This is a large
project with Altech Accu-Trac DS, and Pro-Fab Custom Zinc Flatlock
panels, all made from VM zinc. The front cone wall is the centerpiece of
the whole building and each panel was hand fabricated to fit perfectly.
This is a fine piece of craftsmanship and will look really sharp once it is
complete. Once they finish in Alabama, they will head over to Eglin AFB
where a huge ACM Accu-Trac project awaits!
Ken Essner is well underway at the Vidant Cancer Center in Greenville,
North Carolina. He and his crew of Randy Henson, Bob Henry, Danny
Mitchell, Eric Nelson, and Joshua Rush are working to complete a major
addition to the hospital. They are installing Altech DS, Centria IW-10A,
CS Expansion Joints and mineral wool insulation. They are using 2-inch
stainless steel standoff clips to hang all components on this project.
In Columbia, South Carolina, Nick White and his crew of Travis Lutz,
Jeremy Montgomery, Bryan Vickery, Joey White, Kyle White, Cory
Hunter, Beau Morris, James Morris, and Cody Wallace are working on
the Decker Center project. Decker is an incredibly complex and difficult
job. There are 4 different module sizes, 4 different colors and all panels
are being installed at “random” to create a scrambled tile effect on
the side of the building. The architect is very pleased with the work
these men have provided and the building will look incredible when it
is complete!
Dennie Neal is in Nashville, Tennessee with Duane Metcalf, Paul
Osborne, Ken Siler and Tom Siler working on the Gulch Hotel. The
Gulch Hotel is located in a very high-profile part of Nashville and will
have 2 different colored zinc panels. Instead of using a boom lift, these
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By Katie Creighton
guys are installing the panels off of high-flying swing stages. This project
has a lot of different materials coming together with a great deal of
detail and complexity. Once complete, it will be a beautiful, complex
building and will be a testament to the talent of these guys.
Over at Hartsfield International Airport in Atlanta, Nick White and his
crew of Travis Lutz, Bryan Vickery, Joey White, Jeremy Montgomery
and Kyle White are working on the Delta Sky Club. Believe it or not,
these guys were able to achieve security clearance! Kidding aside, the
airport does provide some difficult challenges to get on site and they
are constantly dodging jets and baggage tugs while they try to work!
Working days and nights, this crew is really putting in the time and
overcoming challenges to get the job done right.
Over in Tennessee, Tony Strickland, Travis Belew and their troops,
Shane Duncan, Ken Earwood, Kevin Fleming, Shawn Mann, Mitchell
Terry, Brian Warman and Taylor O’Reilly are beginning to work on
the PBA Knoxville project. They are hanging the building’s main skin
component, Centria CS-200 exterior wall panels.
On over to Canton, Georgia where the brand new Northside Hospital
Cherokee job is located. Led by Tony Strickland along with Michael
Duncan, Kenneth Earwood, and Taylor O’Reilly, our guys are taking on
a massive project that will utilize Altech Acu-Trac DS panels and some
ProFab miscellaneous trim and soffit panels. These guys are just getting
started and are already hard at work getting these panels on the wall.
Lloyd Hatfield is leading Brad Colyer, Tim Fain, Adam Baker, Bart King,
and Brian Warman on the Rock-Tenn project in Demopolis, Alabama.
Rock Tenn is a project that involves remodeling an old boiler tower into
a giant paper mill plant. They are installing Enduro fiberglass panels off
of swing stages that will be up to 200 feet in the air!
And over in Concourse, North Carolina, Steve Ayers, is heading up
the crew of Brett Perkins, CC Rodgers, Austin Canup, Jared Schnake,
Cory Hunter, Patrick Issac, Lee Jordan, Beau Morris, Casey Onofri,
Travis Polluck, Ronnie Rodgers, Seth Strickland and Ken Smith. They
are working on the Hale Trailer project. These guys are hanging Centria
Versawall and CS-660 with a striking blue finish that can easily be seen
driving down interstate 85! Our customer is so pleased with SECO’s
work; they plan to call us for their next project.
Wrapping up things at project Movement Mortgage in Fort Mill, South
Carolina is Corey Blackwell and his crew of Seth Strickland, Ken Walker,
Austin Canup, Shane Cobb, Shane Duncan, Ken Earwood and Kevin
Flemming. These guys installed custom red ACM panels for the two
big accent wing walls on the main entrance. They also used Centria’s
exposed fastener screen walls on the roof and Peterson’s concealed
fastener metal panels on both ends of the building.
In Asheville, North Carolina Tom King, Sam Siler and Duane York are
putting the finishing touches on the new Asheville Middle School
building. The material, mostly from Centria, included Foam Panels,
CS260, Style Rib Panels on the roof, and a little bit of ACM. These guys
worked on multiple entrances, overhangs, some wall panels and over
180 intricate window surrounds. Although there were some major
challenges, this job is finishing up nicely.
Jobs are continually being added to SECO’s workload, but that wraps up
our Around the Territory for now. The field personnel of SECO continue
to make us all proud with their talent, skill, dedication and hard work!
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Guess Who!

Guess who these “totally
rad” SECO folks are from back
in the day? (You’ll find the
answers on page 12.)

I do with
“What did ge?”
a
that cors

“I’m a
‘rocker
’!”

“Which way to the
closest disco?”

“Who w
ants to
play ba
ll?”

ow
’t kn ool—
n
o
“I d ore c r
t’s m hat o
wha daisy ouse
my ckey M
Mi
my shirt!”
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In the Spotlight:   Dean “Deno” Brown, SECO FOREMAN
We’d like to introduce all of you readers of our company newsletter to one of our most
valuable foreman, Mr. Dean “Deno” Brown.
Deno joined the SECO team more than four years ago, but he has been in the field of
construction for his entire adult life.
Deno is originally from Kentucky but spent his early years in Columbus, Ohio (home of the
Buckeyes!). Deno moved back to Kentucky when he was about 12 and graduated from Bell
County high school.
Even though Deno performs work for SECO and our customers all over the Southeast U.S., he
still calls Kentucky home, living with his loving wife, Marty Michelle in Chenoa, Kentucky, just
north of the Tennessee stateline, virtually due-north of Knoxville.
Marty Michelle and Deno have two grown children, Haley (30) and Samuel (29). The
Browns also have four beautiful grandchildren (3 boys and 1 girl) ranging in age from 8 to 3.
Thankfully, all of the Brown “tree” also call Kentucky home, so they are pretty close to Pappy
and Granny for those much treasured visits!
Sharing the home with Marty Michelle and Deno are several “critters”, Sparkles (Blue Heeler/
Border Collie), Mountain Bluz (Blue Heeler) and little Penelope (Mini Yorkshire Terrier)
represent the canine contingent, while felines Savannah and Josephine have the cat world
covered with Josephine noted to have a “bad attitude”!
Deno with Penelope

At the time of this writing, three rabbits also made their home with the Browns, Violet,
Petunia and Fast Eddie. Given the name of “Fast Eddie”, however, the number of rabbits may
have significantly increased!

When not putting up wall panels or looking after grandkids and critters, Deno enjoys riding 4-wheelers, watching old black and white
movies and is into old car restoration! Additionally, like thousands of fellow Kentucky folks, Deno is an avid life-long Kentucky Wildcat fan
as well as a die-hard Cincinnati Reds fan!
Deno loves food and he lists fried potatoes and cornbread as his true down-home faves!
Deno loves his SECO teammates and especially likes working with his old friend Troy Strickland!
Like the true craftsman that he is, Deno enjoys leaving a lasting imprint in the world. He feels strongly that a quality project will last for
many, many years and that they all will stand as a testament to the quality of the men who built them! Deno is proud of his work, rightly
so, and we are proud he is on our team!

Our hard-working panel fabricators!
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Construction braintrust!
L-R: Troy Strickland, Dick Waldron,
and David Pulliam
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Introducing…
Jessica Rodefer
Hey all of you SECO newsletter readers, we’d like for you to meet
not only one of the newest, but also one of the youngest members
of the SECO team.
Jessica Rodefer, a graduate of North Cobb High School and a 2014
graduate of Chattahoochee Tech, joined our engineering group in
Cartersville nearly a year ago and in her own words, “love my job
and the people I work with!”
She grew up in nearby Acworth, GA and now lives with her best
friend Vito, in Marietta, GA along with her animal buddies, Oliver,
Taco and Reptar.

of them perform together when they
can, (Vito on guitar and vocals while
Jessica adds her vocal talents).
When asked what kind of food
she enjoys, she enthusiastically
responded with, “Anything with
salsa, especially tamales!”
She’s an avid reader who enjoys
her quiet time with a good book.
She follows baseball and considers
herself a Braves baseball team fan.

She and Vito are both music lovers and musicians. In fact the two

Speaking of teams, we’re glad you
are a part of the SECO team Jessica!

Katie Creighton

A very good athlete, she was a diver on the GSU swim team and
while in grad school, she was actually the head diving coach at GSU!

In hiring our newest addition to our accounting department we
have really been “taught a lesson”!
Former math teacher Katie
Creighton came to SECO last
summer after coming to the
realization that although she loves
numbers and math, she just didn’t
enjoy teaching it! So, she brings
her Masters in Mathematics and
teaching experience to SECO and
we’re happy to have her!
Katie was born on the west coast, but
spent her childhood in Connecticut,
NC and Georgia. She’s a graduate of
Brookwood High School in Snellville,
GA and then went on to get her
degree at Georgia Southern in
Statesboro, GA.

Ried Prestwood
We’d like for you to make the acquaintance of one of our newest
team members.
Ried Prestwood recently came aboard in our Project Management
group after serving in a similar role with a competitor for a number
of years.
Ried hails from Acworth, not too far from our Cartersville fabrication
operation. He’s also a native Georgian (born in Decatur, GA) which
just may explain his lifelong love of Bulldog football!
Ried is a single guy, but he is officially tied to his gal-pal Jessica.
Ried does care for his one child, however, his 2 ½ year old Golden
Retriever Lilly!
Ried has excellent architectural skills and puts them to use every

After graduation, she taught at private schools in Lexington, KY and
Chicago, but after 4 years, she needed a new career and SECO was
it!
Katie is an avid reader, likes movies, (her all-time fave movie is
Gladiator) and loves to create by way of her love of art and knitting!
At home, she might be found knitting a cap for a friend, working
on an acrylic painting or fixing up her recently acquired condo in
downtown Atlanta. Her greatest love and pastime, however, just
might be cooking! She loves cooking new and exciting dishes for
friends and family, and is not afraid to push the limits of her creative
imagination!
After only 8 months on the job, Katie has realized she made the right
move leaving the education world for the construction world. She’s
just getting started, but we suspect before too long, she’ll really
make her mark in her new world!

day. A graduate of Southern Poly (now part of Kennesaw State
University), Ried still enjoys drawing a great deal.
When not handling duties for the
SECO team, Ried enjoys being
outdoors. In fact, Ried loves to camp,
hike and backpack and taking time
to enjoy the beauty and majesty of
nature. Additionally, Ried enjoys
movies and particularly likes the
“mystery” genre, especially the ones
that have twists and turns in the
plot!
We hope that Ried is “plotting” to be
with us for a long, long time!
Welcome Ried!

Jessica and Ried
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SECO Family Album
SECO’s controller, Ann Taylor competing with Josie, (show name is Cover
Girl) jumping 3’ at local competitions at the Georgia International Horse Park
(where the 1996 Olympics were held). In 2015, Ann and Josie received
Year-End Reserve Champion for Adults showing 3’.

New Additions …

Contract Administrator Ace Barghi with his wife
Nina, son Arian (born on January 28, 2015)
and daughter Ayla.

Look who’s had a birthday!
Carson Ellison! Carson turned a year
old on March 21st. He’s such a joy
and truly a blessing.
(Grandson of Roland and Rhonda Jeffries)

ProFab’s Chris Stephens and his wife
Ashley recently welcomed a new baby boy.
Born: April 15, 2016
Name: Christopher “Blake” Stephens
7 pounds 2 ounces
20 inches long
Welcome Christopher!
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I wonder if
there are
wall panels on
this hospital?
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Just what is an Operations Manager?
In simple terms, the answer would simply be; “One who manages
an operation.”
In the terms of the construction world, an operations manager
might best be described as “master of cat herding and arranger of
impossible performance.”
Well, not really, but overseeing a group of professional project
managers and engineers who are collectively moving forty or so
projects through the SECO pipeline is not without its challenges!
SECO’s head of operations not only handles these challenges, he
welcomes them as necessary components of the grand game we
play called, “construction”!
Jason Cooke joined SECO in 2003 as a Project Manager, but soon
took on more corporate roles when he helped launch our Raleigh
office and also relocated to East Tennessee for a few years when we
expanded our manufacturing capability. In fact, Jason helped organize
and set-up what has eventually grown
into our ProFab manufacturing plant,
now located in South Carolina near
Spartanburg.
These days, SECO’s five project
managers and three engineers report
to Jason as do our purchasing folks.
This would be a full plate for most
people, but Jason also finds time
to manage a few special projects
himself and also helps market the
company when called upon to lend
his experience and consultative skills
to the cause!
Jason is a family guy at heart and there
is nothing more dear to him than his
wife Carmen and son John (5)!

Foreman Tony Strickland’s U10 Traveling Ball Team
The Georgia Stixx
(Avery Strickland (10) is far left, back row.)

The Cookes reside in Loganville
with their friendly Cockalier, (a
Spaniel cross-breed) Freckles and
their aptly named feline, “FatCat”
who is fat and mean to boot!
Jason is originally from Tennessee,
but the family moved to Salt
Lake City early on and he spent
a number of years there while
growing up.
He came back to Tennessee later
and graduated from CarsonNewman College in Jefferson City,
TN in 1999. Included in Jason’s
background is 5 years spent as a
soldier in the US Army both active
and reserve.
Jason will tell you that this service
experience really helped him
develop leadership skills and organization skills that he puts to
everyday use now.
When Jason is not home with family, he is very likely out fishing,
exploring, hiking or camping. The truth is, Jason is a very skilled flyfisherman and participates in a fly-fishing club and competitions.
He also loves a good non-fiction book, such as Killing Patton and is a
Civil War history buff too.
When it comes to food and beverage, make his streak rare and his
beer dark!
Finally, Jason bleeds Tennessee orange and is patiently waiting for
that orange football team to return to prominence!
Thanks for all you do for SECO, Jason!

SECO’s most senior member! Joe Creighton’s 91-year-old mother and
Katie Creighton’s grandmother, Mary Ann, recently visited Atlanta.
Here she’s seen showing off her new SECO shirt.
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THE LIGHTER
SIDE

Health Article:

Getting fit may be easier than you think.
By Dianna Mitchell

The following items are the Top Ten things a subcontractor can
count on when arriving on a typical Atlanta area jobsite:

Yes, even enjoyable activities like fishing can help
you get fit and burn calories-- see article for details.

10. The material “lay-down area” is non-existent or in the next
closest zip code.
09. The material hoist will be on the far opposite end of the
building from where the work area is. This is also true of the
portajohn locations.
08. The number of non-working safety personnel will out-number
the trade workers by two-to-one.
07. The report filing requirements of each foreman will require a
full-time clerical assistant equipped with a super-computer.
06. The G.C.’s conference trailer will seat exactly ten less people
than need to attend any particular meeting.
05. The distance from the project perimeter fence to the edge
of the busiest street in the southeast can be measured in
centimeters.
04. The local authority will have an ordinance that states that
no work can occur between the hours of 12am to 7am, 7am
to 4pm, and 4pm to 11pm. (Except on alternating Tuesdays,
weekdays during blue moons and the superintendent’s
birthday when the work hours will be from 11am to 2pm).
03. No matter how much preparation has gone into getting the
work scope started on time with all the right materials, men
and equipment in-place at the agreed upon point in time, the
project schedule distributed at the first sub-meeting will show
your company 3 weeks behind schedule. (This is an obscure
note apparently written into every subcontract!)
02. Like unicorns, Leprechauns, the Tooth Fairy and the Easter
Bunny, on-site project parking remains a myth!
01. On the days it needs to be warm to cure concrete, it will be cold.
On the days it needs to be dry, it will rain.
On the days the material needs to get to the roof, the tower
crane stops working.
On the day your crew needs to start in an area, the trenching
sub will pick that same day to trench in that spot and so on…….!
Oh well, we love it all anyway!
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First, make time for exercise.
If you’re busy, don’t let it stop you. Just fit more activity into the
things you already do every day – whether at home or at the office:
• Take the stairs. You’ll get a workout and avoid that crammed
office elevator. For a more strenuous workout, go up and down
the stairs for 15 minutes.
• Park farther away. Running errands, at work or dropping off
kids, park as far away as you can to add a few steps into your
day.
Before you know it, you’ll find you do have time to be active.
Doctors recommend at least 30 minutes of moderate activity five or
more times a week. So, if you take that brisk walk to and from your
car every day, you’re well on your way to getting enough exercise.
Second, do what you love.
Maybe you love playing tennis, rolling around in the yard with your
kids or perfecting your garden. When you enjoy exercise, you’re
more likely to keep it up. Check out the estimated calories burned
for someone between 130-190 pounds in an hour:

•• Playing billiards 148-216
•• Cleaning the house 207-302
•• Cooking/preparing food
148-216

•• Dancing 266-388
•• Playing darts 148-216
•• Fishing 236-345

•• Playing Frisbee 177-259
•• Golfing 236-345
•• Mowing the lawn 325-474
•• Pushing stroller with child
148-216

•• Playing Ping-Pong 236-345
• Hanging metal panels 20,000
(just kidding!)

Lastly, get help from friends. Everything is easier with help. If you
know someone who’s already active, ask for tips and support. Or
you could ask to join them for a workout.

The SECO Outlook . . .

Who is the most famous person that you have met?
Joe Creighton… Tim Allen in Detroit and met the ZZ Top Band
members while on an elevator in NYC. Also, met NFL’s Joe Theismann,
Joe Gibbs, John Riggins, Barry Sanders and many other NFL folks.
Shannon Johnson….Met Bill Murray and Lucas Black while photographing
a wedding in Mansfield, GA, the two were
heading to a movie-set to film the movie,
“Get Low”. Also, met Toby Keith “alone” in
his dressing room at the Classic Center in
Athens, GA. Toby signed a CD cover and
gave her a guitar pic.
Troy Strickland….Met Arthur Blank, Cofounder of the Home Depot and now
owner of the Atlanta Falcons. They met
while repair work was going on at the
Georgia Dome, which had been hit by a
tornado in 2008.
Ann Taylor…..met Taya Kyle, wife of American Sniper’s, Chris Kyle,
while at Corndawgs in Loganville during a book signing. Taya Kyle
wrote American Wife: A Memoir of Love, War Faith, and Renewal.
Ann also knows (went to school with) Laura Kraut, 2008 Beijing
Olympic Gold Medalist. Laura won her gold medal in American
Show Jumping. Another Olympian that Ann went to college with is
Elizabeth “Beezie” Madden, an American Show jumping competitor
and 2004 & 2008 Olympic Gold Medalist. Beezie is also known as
the number-one woman rider and has won the World Cup Grand
Prix in 2013 to prove it!
Jason Cooke…..Peyton Manning and Kenny Chesney, met both of
them at the 1998 Tennessee/Florida game on the sidelines.
Cecil Landress….Met Billy Carter (Jimmy Carter’s brother) while

working at a service station during his college years. One evening a
Winnebago pulled in and Billy Carter stepped out! Monica Kaufman
Pearson (news reporter) was also one of Cecil’s service station
customers at the time.
David Pulliam – Met Kenny Rogers in 1984 at his house in Colbert
GA while pricing out a sheet-rock job with his dad. Also met Hayden
Penettiere (Nashville TV series and Heroes) on a plane in 2011,
David sat across from her.
Ace Barghi – Met President Jimmy Carter, while dining at Manuel’s
Tavern in Atlanta in 1998, even shook his hand!
Phil Roenitz – Met Ronald Reagan
in 1976 at a Holiday Inn, Phil was
in college at the time. Phil offered
him a drink and the President
chose bourbon and water.
Pat Davis, our CNC Programmer…
met Chuck Norris on set for Walker,
Texas Ranger, in Dallas Texas. Pat
was an extra on set in 1993.
Brian Elliott, one of our CAD
technicians… met Chris Evans
(Captain America) on set for the movie Captain America. He obtained
an autographed photo for his daughter.
Nick Eifler, another of our CAD technicians… met James Cosmo (from
Game of Thrones the “Lord Commander” of the nights watch). He
was signing autographs at Dragon Con in 2015.
Katie Creighton….Got up-close and personal with the Stanley Cup
in 2015!

Project Photos

(continued on page 12)

Elanco
Augusta, GA
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Project Photos (continued)
MarleyLilly

7th Midtown Flats

Greer, SC

Atlanta, GA

University of Alabama Student Center
Huntsville, AL

Brunswick County Power
Lawrenceville, VA

AnMed Hospital
Anderson, SC
Gulch
Hotel
Nashville, TN
Asheville City Center
Asheville, NC
The names for the “Guess Who” section are: L to R - Matt Millsaps, Doug McIntyre, Cecil Landress Bottom L to R – Rhonda Jeffries and Dianna Mitchell
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